JavaScript Application Cookbook

There is a serious information gap for
Webmasters learning client-side JavaScript
skills and trying to solve common
Web-related problems. Knowing the syntax
is one thing, being able to build a useful
application is another. And while there are
dozens of how- to JavaScript books
available, few literally hand the Webmaster
a set of ready-to-go, client-side JavaScript
applications with thorough documentation
that enable the reader to fully understand
and extend those applications. By
providing such a set of applications,
JavaScript Application Cookbook allows
Webmasters to immediately add extra
functionality to their Web sites.This book
targets readers with two different skill sets.
The
primary
target
is
JavaScript-knowledgeable Webmasters and
designers who can immediately begin
constructing their own versions of the
applications. The secondary target is those
with little or no JavaScript experience. The
included
applications are ready for
immediate use and require little
customization.This book explores both the
code and the techniques that are centered
around core JavaScript functionality, a
functionality
that will not become
incompatible or obsolete. The source file
design of most applications and libraries
will help modularize reader Web sites and
facilitate easier site management and
coding practices.Chapters are organized by
application. Among the included
applications are:A client-side search engine
that will show coders how to build their
own search engine and get excellent
results, all with a client-side toolA
drag-and-drop greeting application that lets
users custom build and send DHTML
email greetingsA GUI image rollover tool
that generates cross-browser image rollover
code for all versions of JavaScriptA robust
client-side shopping cart application that
lets shoppers browse and shop, while the
application keeps a tab of the shoppers
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selections and a running bill, including tax
and shippingAn online test application that
auto-administers, grades, and displays
answers to online exams or surveysAn
additional value to this book is an online
resource www.serve.com that discusses the
applications and points to other resources.
With its focus on providing practical
real-world solutions for Webmasters,
JavaScript
Application Cookbook is
destined to become a staple for every
JavaScript developer, regardless of
experience.
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Book Summary, ISBN:9788173661105,By providing such a set of applications, JavaScript Application Cookbook
allows Application Cookbook is destined to become a staple for every JavaScriptIf youve been reading the book in
order, youve seen this code in two previous applications (the slideshow and the multiple search engine interface).
FiguresChapter 1. The Client-Side Search Engine Application Features JavaScript Techniques Efficient Client-Side
Searching Using Delimited Strings to StoreJavaScript Application Cookbook has 20 ratings and 1 review. Steven said:
Its amazing how far JavaScript has come in the last 10 years and how bad theseBuy JAVASCRIPT APPLICATION
COOKBOOK by Jerry Bradenbaugh (ISBN: 9788173661105) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and free
deliveryKnowing JavaScript syntax is one thing being able to build a useful By providing such a set of applications,
JavaScript Application Cookbook allowsResults 30 - 38 of 38 JavaScript Application Cookbook literally hands the
Webmaster a set client-side JavaScript applications with thorough documentation toFrom the Publisher: There is a
serious information gap for Webmasters learning client-side JavaScript skills and trying to solve common Web-related
problems.The JavaScript Application Cookbook written by Jerry Bradenbaugh and published by OReilly is a good
resource for anyone who wants to take advantage ofThe Frameset This application has three files: index.html,
administer.html, and questions.js. Since index.html is the frameset, lets start there.To be honest, the idea of
programming entire apps in Javascript filled me with fear. Deep, pit of stomach fear. Sure Id known somebody who
written aJavaScript Application Cookbook literally hands the Webmaster a set of ready-to-go, client-side JavaScript
applications with thorough documentation to helpCiphers in JavaScript Application Features JavaScript Techniques
Message Encryption Application Using Multiple Ciphers Assigning Methods to YourPotential Extensions The search
engine is pretty useful the way it is. Whats even better is that you can make some significant improvements or changes.
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